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Summer ‘18
The Summer ‘18 release delivers an enhanced user experience focused on increased
searchability, personalization, and engagement.
The following release notes split major Summer 18 improvements across the two personas of
Standard User and Site Owner/Manager.

Highlights
●
●
●

People page - The People page is now focused on finding groups of people based on
similar attributes.
Profile page - The Profile page is easier to use and has more personality.
Org chart - The new Org Chart allows for a much clearer overview of the organizational
structure.

Standard Users
The following notes cover the major improvements for Standard Users.

People
Search People using powerful filters
People page

The redesign of the People page was built around one core principle: to quickly find groups of
people based on a set of criteria. To achieve this, we refocused the user experience around
searchability by eliminating Tiles and replacing them with a set of filters that allow users to
select various groups of people.
You can now also connect with colleagues more quickly than ever due to the increased visibility
of their contact details in the listings.
The new filters allow you to sort by:
●
●
●
●
●

Department
Location
Custom People Category
Expertise
Search (This is a text field where you can add extra terms to the filter, such as if you a
name, phone number, email etc…)

As well as removing the Tiles from the People page we have also removed the number count
for Employees, Departments and Locations.
●
●
●

The overall number of employees is displayed above the list of employees before any
filters have been in place.
The number of Departments and Locations can be ascertained from the options in the
respective dropdowns.
As the list is filtered the number of employees will be updated to reflect the results
shown, this allows you to quickly find out how many employees are working in a specific
Department or Location.

Note: If you have Segments enabled it is also possible to limit your search to people who have
the same Segment field as you:●

For example in the screenshot below the Segments are made using Country, so the
employee can limit the search to their own country, in this case France.

Mobile

We’ve extended the increased People features to the mobile (web & hybrid) app. To increase
the visibility of our new features, we added People to the bottom menu and moved Favorites
into the User Menu.

Search and contact colleagues faster
Profile page

We’ve always believed that finding your team members and connecting with them quickly is an
integral part of networking and productivity. Nevertheless, we wanted to make it easier to
quickly find and contact team members through employee-published content or the enhanced
org chart.
We reduced cognitive overload and maximized usability of the Profile Page by removing the tab
navigation which has resulted in the following being removed:
●

●
●

Files
○
○

Files associated with Sites can still be accessed via the Global Search
All files that you have access to (including any files stored in one of our
integrated file providers) are available to attach to Content and Feed Posts

Feed
○ The Feed can be searched from the Feed or through the Global Search
Must Reads
○ Must Reads are now accessible from the User Menu

The goal of this is to drive users to the main functions: contact, search, and personalization.
New features added:
●
●
●
●
●

Find the Org Chart in a click (of an icon)
Expanded the contact details
Integrated video conferencing links (Skype, Zoom) to automatically open the app and
connect to a call
Added Published Content list that filters and displays all Content published by the
employee
New cover image that allows for personalization and expression:

○
○

Recommended image size of: 746px x 304px
Can be added by the employee or by an App Manager

Engage users with new Profile Completeness
Meter
In addition to enhancing the search function, we thought about ways to increase employee
engagement.

The new Profile Completeness meter is a progress bar that encourages employees to add
richer data and imagery to their profile. The more profile data, the better the search. To
continually engage employees, we made the ‘Complete Your Profile’ section sticky under the
User Menu that tracks completion.
The ‘Complete your Profile’ Tile will appear on the employees Profile page until they have
added the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Profile picture
Cover image
Phone number
‘About’ text

Improved Org Chart accessibility and usability
We wanted to give a clearer understanding of the relationships between people within the
organization. Previously, the Org Chart was difficult to find and was limited in function because it
was limited to displaying only direct managers and reports. Our improved Org Chart helps
employees better understand the organizational structure through increased navigational
functions.
New features added:
●
●

An Org Chart tooltip icon that appears as you hover over a colleague’s avatar
Directional navigation throughout the Org Chart hierarchy that displays all direct reports
per selected manager

More Improvements
Video integrations with Microsoft 365 and
Microsoft Stream
In conjunction with the new integrations with Microsoft SharePoint and OneDrive (See our
Summer 18 SharePoint and OneDrive documents for details) we have also now integrated
Microsoft Office 365 and Microsoft Stream videos.
To watch the videos, users will need to be logged into the MS accounts in the same browser
that they are using the app in.
They can now be embedded into:
●
●

The Feed
Content

And added to the following using the share URL:
●
●
●
●

Albums
The Carousel
Video Tiles
Links Tiles

Important Note: Due to the limitations of Microsoft’s API, when adding MS Stream or Office
365 videos with a URL (rather than embed) to Carousel and Tiles, we are unable to fetch the
video thumbnail, title or description.

Download directly from Files Tiles
Quick access to your organization’s Files is one of the major benefits of a good Intranet. You
can now directly download buttons to the File Tile, prompting a direct download without first
opening up the file detail page.

Must Reads
Only the most important Content in an organization will be marked as Must Read, so we wanted
to make sure that it was easy to find. We’ve moved Must Read Content into the User Menu, with
Unread Content grouped at the top.

Feed Updates
Pasting an image into Feed
You can now paste images directly from your clipboard into a Post as an attachment.

Sharing Albums in Feed
To enhance the visual aesthetics, we’ve made Albums more engaging when shared to the Feed
in a grid layout.

Font Change
As part of our ongoing efforts to improve the aesthetics of the app, the default font has now
been changed from Museo to Graphik.

Although this was mainly a visual decision it does have the added benefit that many special
characters will now render in the correct font when they previously wouldn’t, providing better
readability.

Site Owners/Managers
The following notes cover major improvements for Site Owners/Managers.

Links to Private Site’s Content

To improve the experience of interacting with Sites and Content we have modified the way that
links to Content held within Private Sites works. Users will now be sent to the ‘Request Access
to Site’ page allowing them the chance to ask to join the Site and access the Content.

